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Our demo for this project showcases the power of augmented reality on books. In our               
project, we used “All Quiet on the Western Front” by Erich Maria Remarque. This book talks                
about what difficulties and horrors of World War I that a soldier goes through. From being deep                 
down in the trenches in the open battlefield fighting alongside other fellow soldiers for their               
country and witnessing countless casualties, there is without a doubt that the physical and mental               
pain a soldier endures really affects how they are able to live and view the world afterwards. 

For our augmented reality demo, we had the title and author of the book pop up in text                  
whenever the camera is pointed to the front cover of the book. Alongside, there is also a medium                  
sized button. When the button is pressed, there is a medic soldier model that pops up and spins                  
around. With that, a voice will start narrating a brief summary of the book to persuade the user to                   
get the novel and read it. There are also two flashlights in the background pointing at the novel to                   
illuminate the front cover of the book so the user can see everything a bit better. 

When the user flips the book to the back cover, they will be able to see the title of the                    
novel pop up along with other details such as the language, number of pages, year published, and                 
the author’s name. The user will also be presented with three buttons, book reviews, video               
reviews, and map. When the book reviews button is pressed, there will be several different               
reviews from the book that will show up along with the reviewer’s ratings for the book out of                  
five stars. For this novel, all of the reviewers have raved about how brutally intense and                
devastating World War I was and how life has changed drastically for the soldier mentally and                
physically. There is also another button to cycle through the rest of the book reviews from other                 
reviewers. 

When the video reviews button is pressed, a video will be played talking about how my                
group viewed the book. There are three different video reviews to cycle through. All of my                
groupmates really like how the author was able to depict the brutalities and devastation of World                
War I through a soldier’s point of view. The user is also able to cycle through all of my group’s                    
video reviews and watch them all. For the map button, when that is pressed the user will be able                   
to see a battlefield pop up. In the battlefield are all of my group’s models. These models include                  
the tent, barrel, sandbag, battlefield, armored horse, lion damage statue model, tank, memorial             
statue, grenade, 2217 plane, Salman A2 plane, cannon, KV2 tank, train, and German flag. All of                
these models are placed in the battlefield so if the user wants to go closer to the battlefield                  
ground, they will be able to see all of those models in it. Also, there is ambient background                  
sound to mimic the battlefield war sounds and there is noise coming from the flying planes to                 
make it more realistic. 

 



This technique of augmented reality could be really effective in being a king of three               
dimensional ‘movie trailer’ for the novel. The potential reader could just pick up a book in the                 
library and basically see almost everything about the book. It gives a different perspective to the                
reader because they don’t have to flip to the back of the book and read the summary to know                   
what’s about it. They are able to just flip to the back of the book to see all reviews and video                     
reviews of the book along with a verbal summary to entice them to continue and read the book.                  
It’s basically everything the reader would want to know about the book displayed all in front of                 
them before actually reading the book. It will be insanely useful if everyone is able to experience                 
this firsthand and witness everything. I don’t see any downsides to this type of future since                
augmented reality has been gaining a lot of traction over the years. It would essentially be a book                  
trailer for everyone and would help sell a lot of books to readers that would judge a book by its                    
cover.  


